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BREAKOUT SESSION SPEAKERS
FRIDAY JUNE 24, 2022
Leadership Reset

1:45PM - 2:45PM ~ TBA
Dr. Joseph & Teresa Abraham are visionary leaders and pioneers with several years
experience working with organizations from the ground up. Dr. and Mrs. Abraham are
the Co-Founders and Chairman and Vice Chairman of Freedom House, a faith-based,
non-profit organization in the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago, and the team-lead
spearheading the establishment of iChurch Global, Florida. Dr. Abraham is also the
Founder and Chancellor of Freedom House Training Institute established to train and
certify workers for the ministry to serve in the local church, the mission field and
ministry initiatives around the world. Dr. and Mrs. Abraham are Directors/Owners of Success Training Systems Ltd.,
a project-based company offering leadership training and business consultancy. With over three decades experience
in speaking, mentoring, training, leadership and organizational development, Dr. Abraham serves as an executive
coach to business owners, professionals, and executives. He earned a Doctorate in Religious Philosophy in
Leadership and Organizational Development from Logos University in Jacksonville, Florida, and a Master’s in
Business Administration majoring in Leadership, Entrepreneurship and Innovation from the Anglia Ruskin
University in Cambridge, United Kingdom. Teresa earned a Bachelor’s in Applied Theology and Leadership from
Aidan University in Jacksonville, Florida.

About the session: Recent global events have presented major leadership challenges never encountered in our
generation, amplifying the need for a Leadership Reset. These challenges have tested the core of our leadership,
unmasking areas of frailty, fragility, and vulnerability. Among resilient and emerging leaders there is a desire and
need to build a leadership model that lasts and endures whatever challenges we may face in the future. The goal of
this workshop is to motivate participants to embrace the call and seize the opportunity for a Leadership Reset and
for participants to gain clear and compelling insight and understanding into How to Build Enduring Leadership.
Leadership that lasts.

Silent No More

1:45PM – 2:45PM ~ Crawford Room
Chaplain Carla Frye is the CEO of LaJoi Publishing Company: Creating a World of Words
to Encourage and Inspire. She is the founder of Shattered Yet Restored Ministries, whose
mission is to nurture the broken and help others to gain wholeness through Christ. She
is the author of two Amazon Best Selling novels, Silenced Behind the Silence and She
Speaks Her Silence. Ms. Frye earned an Associate’s in Social Work, certificates in the
Foundations of Social Work, Women’s Studies and Drug and Alcohol from Community
College Allegheny County. She is a licensed evangelist, ordained elder, and certified
chaplain by the American Chaplains Association. Her goal is to reach out to men and
women who are hurting from sexual abuse, domestic violence and sex trafficking and to encourage and provide them
with hope in Christ Jesus.

About the session: Ms. Frye has learned to live with the effects of her trauma until she could no longer contain it.
God instructed her to begin writing her story. The generational slavery of trauma exists because we have opted to
remain silent about the events that have happened to us.

Out of Your Comfort Zone
3:00PM – 4:00PM ~ TBA

Dr. Amy Hollingshead completed her bachelor’s degree at the University of Georgia. She
received her Master of Arts in Counseling from Liberty University, earned a PhD in
Organizational Leadership with Logos University, and a PhD in Applied Psychology with
Aidan University. Dr. Amy is the Director of Care & Wellness with Cortland, an international
investment firm. She supports over 2000 associates through crisis care, counseling, life
coaching, education, and team enrichment sessions. Dr. Amy also serves as the President
of the Cortlandia Fund, a 501c3 that exists to provide financial support to Cortland
associates and their families in the aftermath of natural disaster or personal tragedy. After
years of private practice and small business ownership, she now is aligned with an amazing
company that provides a fulfilling platform for her life’s work.
About the session: We all fear the unknown, that which lies just outside our comfort zone. It’s that fear that Dr.
Hollingshead will help you conquer so you can become all God intended you to be. You will learn new skills that will
give you the courage and desire to follow God’s purpose for your life even if for a moment it’s out of your comfort
zone. This workshop can change your life!

Education Alternatives

3:00PM – 4:00PM ~ Crawford Room
Dr. Charles Brooks, Jr., D.Min., is the Executive Pastor of Faith Christian Church &
International Outreach Center located in Warrenton, VA; under the apostolic leadership of
Dr. Decker Tapscott. Dr. Brooks serves on various boards of churches & organizations;
including the Board of Directors for Aidan University based in Jacksonville, Florida,
overseeing Alternative Education. He is a teacher, conference speaker, consultant and
creative thinker that have crossed cultural, denominational, and generational barriers. He
is the apostolic influencer of the IGNITE Faith Global Ministries [IFGM], Inc. IFGM is the
home of the IGNITE Faith Global School of Ministry. Ignite educates, develops and trains
current & emerging fivefold ministry gifts for their assignment in the Body of Christ. He earned a Doctorate in
Ministry in Christian Education & Convergence Theology, and a Master of Arts in Applied Theology from Aidan
University. He also earned a Bachelor of Arts in Pastoral Ministry from Logos University located in Jacksonville,
Florida.

About the session: Education Alternatives will highlight formation & strategy for how you can implement a churchbased bible institute and/or college. With the expansion of information delivery systems such as Zoom, Microsoft
Teams, and Google Workspace for Education, there is a growing number of churches & schools who are functioning
in the online space. Come and see how you can occupy this space in your education program supported by Aidan
University.

SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 2022
Mission is Theology: One Nation Under?
10:00AM – 11:00AM ~ TBA

Association.

Dr. Terry Norris, along with his wife, is the Co-Founder of Emerge Ministries established
in 2015 and located in Beulaville, North Carolina. Dr. Norris now serves as the Executive
Director. Emerge is a kingdom building evangelistic organization that partners with
churches, religious organizations, community and government service providers, City
Public Safety Offices, civic groups, and businesses throughout the United States. He is an
ordained minister. He holds a Masters in Christian Counseling and a Doctorate in
Philosophy from Aidan University. He has concentrated studies in addiction and the eight
theories of human behavior. He is also a certified chaplain through the American Chaplains

About the Session: Has post modernistic and existentialistic philosophy embedded in western culture infiltrated
our Biblical worldview concerning the lives of believers? I believe it has, to the point that Christianity is no longer
sustainable in America to the extent we remain one nation under God. Are these two views the only contributing
factors? Absolutely not. However, there is only one historical solution. A Biblical approach to mission becoming our
theology. Something more than a systematic study of methods and strategies. It must take on the same New
Testament disposition of Christ Jesus and his followers as it was demonstrated by him and written on their hearts. I
hope during and after our discussion in this session you will begin to wrestle with Scripture and explore the part
that you play in God’s narrative to the world.

Healing the Inner Child

10:00AM – 11:00AM ~ Crawford Room
Dr. Eddie Capparucci Ph.D., LPC, C-CSAS, CPCS, specializes in treating Problematic
Sexual Behaviors including pornography. Among his many clients, have been professional
athletes including NFL and MLB players and television personalities. Capparucci is the
creator of the unique Inner Child Model for the treatment of Problematic Sexual
Behaviors. He is the administrator of the websites www.MenAgainstPorn.org and
www.SexuallyPureMen.com. He also has written for the blogs Covenant Eyes,
KingdomWorks, XXXChurchandMarriage.com. In addition to being a prominent sexual
and pornography addiction therapist, he has spoken to numerous organizations
regarding the harmful impact pornography has on individuals, relationships, and society.
He is the host of a monthly webcast entitled: Getting to the Other Side. Author of Removing Your Shame Label and
Going Deeper: How the Inner Child Impacts Your Sexual Addiction which has been well-received throughout the world.
About the Session: Do you ever wonder why you think, feel, and do the things you do? The key to answering that
question is found in your Inner Child. The Inner Child is a storage unit filled with unresolved emotional pain points
that still haunt us today. Our Inner Child is responsible for many irresponsible or irrational actions we take
throughout our lives. The Inner Child Model, created by Dr. Eddie Capparucci, an Aiden University graduate, helps
individuals manage destructive behaviors such as addictions, anger, conflict avoidance, and other self-destructive
tendencies. In this workshop, you will discover how your core emotional triggers activate your Inner Child and the
steps necessary to manage the Child successfully and make better decisions.

Core Values

11:15AM – 12:15PM ~ TBA
Dr. Johnny Walker is the president of IntegrityATL. Founded in 2013, IntegrityATL is a
behavior change firm working with corporations facilitating training and executive
coaching. Dr. Walker is also Master Facilitator with Integrity Solutions. He earned a
Doctorate of Ministry from Aidan University, Master’s in Agency Counseling from the
University of Alabama in Birmingham, and a Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and Religion
from Samford University.

About the Session: One of the most difficult challenges in counseling is helping clients to
stop utilizing their emotions as their first filter for decision making. Clients who use their
values as the first filter report a dramatic reduction in their stress levels, even when their circumstances don't
change. In this workshop you will learn how to help your clients identify their Foundational Core Values and use
them as their first filter for decision making.

The Suicide Epidemic: Can it be stopped?
11:15AM – 12:15PM ~ Crawford Room

Melissa Ruth has been described as a distracted procrastinator, an entrepreneur, a naturalborn leader and a tenacious warrior. She is a wife, mother of 3, author, speaker, and software
consultant with an MBA in Technical Management. Mrs. Ruth was not always happy in life.
Through over 20 moves in 6 states, multiple career paths, schooling attempts, ups and
downs in her marriage, family, and finances, she found that she had to learn to embrace life
where she was at. She had to learn to trust God to help her navigate through a myriad of life
experiences and all those various roles in her life. Believing those experiences were given to
her to help others find their purpose in life, Mrs. Ruth embarked upon her chaplaincy
certification through the American Chaplaincy Association and received her Suicide “PAIR”
Certification through Liberty University’s pastoral counseling graduate program.

About the Session: Current State of Suicide in America According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) WISQARS Leading Causes of Death Reports 1, in 2017: Suicide was the tenth leading cause of death overall in
the United States, claiming the lives of over 47,000 people. Suicide was the second leading cause of death among
individuals between the ages of 10 and 34, and the fourth leading cause of death among individuals between the ages
of 35 and 54. There were more than twice as many suicides (47,173) in the United States as there were homicides
(19,510). Suicide awareness and prevention modalities is the beginning of the suicide solution. These and many
more issues will be covered in Melissa Ruth’s workshop presentation.

